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I am proposing an exhibition that emphasizes technologies modified or reimagined to 
better suit the needs of sight and hearing impaired communities. Mainstream technology is 
slowly providing better experiences for impaired people, with things like dictation apps and 
braille covers for keyboards. However, several small companies through outsource initiatives 
have been introducing more specialized technologies for this community that will give them 
greater independence and freedom in their daily routines. I am choosing to focus this exhibition 
on these specialized technologies to make visitors more aware of the innovations taking place in 
this field and to further support the awareness of normalizing visual and hearing impairments. 
This exhibition will be a re-visit to the Cooper Hewitt 2017-2018, Access +Ability, but with a 
more in depth timeline and more personal view into the technologies and voices from the 
represented communities. 

This exhibition proposal was originally inspired by Haben Girma, a deaf/blind woman who 
graduated from Harvard Law and is a disabilities rights lawyer and activist. She designed a bluetooth 
keyboard system that allows her to speak to people through touch. She states in an interview with 
the Guardian, “We can learn to develop technology and set up structures to ensure that everyone 
has access [to be able to fully engage in society].”  While large companies like Apple and 1

Microsoft are making steps forward in accessibility, these technologies are still inaccessible to 
many disabled users like Girma. The technologies made for the impaired by the smaller 
specialized companies are directly intended to be for, and used by, these communities. They 
learn and listen to the needs of the impaired and work towards finding solutions to their 
problems. Haben Girma states in response to her keyboard, “Stories influence the organisations 
we design, the products we build, the futures we imagine for ourselves.”  My proposed 2

exhibition wishes to shine light on the needs and innovations coming out of, and for these 
communities.  

The Cooper Hewitt as a design museum is the perfect space to exhibit a show on 
accessibility technology design. Their current collection has several objects across a range of 
departments that lend itself to the topic of accessibility. Some objects within the museums 
collection that I think will be well suited for this show include Ultrahaptics Sensory Interface, 
2018, Jacket, Levi’s® Commuter™ Trucker Jacket with Jacquard™ by Google, 2017, Bracelet, 
Maptic (Tactile Navigation System), Wayband, 2017, SoundShirt, 2015–16, and etc. I also wish 
to include more dated objects to show the history of tools that were used by deaf and or blind 
communities as well as technologies that aided in the evolution of these specialized 
technologies. This could include such objects as the Tellatouch Braille Writer (USA), Designed 
ca. 1945 and manufactured ca. 1952 or Edison Voicewriter Dictaphone, 1953. I believe it is 
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important in this show to incorporate unique points of views and objects from within the blind 
and deaf communities so stories like Girma’s are heard and objects like her keyboard are seen.   

As the common sense between all the different levels of accessibility is touch, the 
exhibition will be heavy in touch intractability. As the majority of the incoming audience at the 
Cooper Hewitt are neither deaf or blind, this exhibition focuses on the educational opportunities 
allotted through the capabilities of interactive displays and technologies. Some of the possible 
interactive programs we could have in this exhibit could be learning braille through braille 
keyboard set-ups and communicative activities. We could also create a space based around the 
bluetooth pairing devices that will direct visitors wearing the devices through vibration, allowing 
them to test their ability to be guided by vibration. One other idea for interactives for this 
exhibition could be through memory touch command software or through some kind of sound 
textile touch experience. The options for intractability are limitless as the commonality between 
all of the different types of users is touch. 

This exhibition will help visitors without seeing and hearing impairments to understand 
further the technologies that are being developed and used by this community, while also giving 
these disabled communities greater visibility in the design, technology, social lens. Trail blazers 
like Haben Girma have given greater visibility to her community through her great 
accomplishments and unique point of view and the exhibition will further highlight voices and 
inventions like hers. This exhibition will further push the Cooper Hewitt’s mission for inclusivity 
and access in the museums and in design. 
 


